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Events this weekend east bay area

May makes a great time to visit Dallas-Fort Worth when the sun shines and the flowers are in full bloom. Visiting snowmen can swap their boots for flip-flops and enjoy the beautiful spring temperatures in the metro region. Local Texans also come out of wood, because this is the month when the area blooms with arts and music festivals, fireworks and even a home-made Mother's
Day tour. (You will take it off above the architecture!) Go out and make the most of the offer. Just pack your raincoat in case of a shower. Many of the events below have been cancelled or postponed for 2020. For more details, check the web page of each list. 01 of 12 Loadmaster/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY-SA 3.0 Also known as scarborough fair, this Renaissance event brings
you back to 1533, during the reign of King Henry VIII of England. The festival, which began in 1981, takes place on eight consecutive weekends, including the Remembrance Day weekend. The party consists of about 200 performances on 21 stage and three jousting tournaments a day. Food is also a spectacle with vendors serving huge turkey legs and sticky goodness, while
pubs and pubs serve drinks for adults. Book family tickets and bring in children under four for free. 02 of 12 Steve Rainwater/Flickr/CC BY-SA 2.0 The Cottonwood Art Festival - a true art show that takes place on the first weekend of May in neighboring Richardson, Texas - includes works by a national artist in addition to food, music, drinks and art workshops for children. Catch
performances by local rock, country, jazz, blues, swing and folk bands while attending one of the country's premier art events. 03 of Fort Worth's 12 Mayfest favorite family festival includes carnival rides and games, a children's workshop, interactive gardening demonstrations, live music and food. Each of Mayfest's zones along the banks of the Trinity River offers a different
experience for festival guests. Go to Midway for bull rides and carnival fun, The Zone serves pony rides, along with the zoo. Take a boat on the river and move to Oasis for good Texas food. 04 of 12 Matthew Rutledge/Flickr/CC BY 2.0 Every Mother's Day, Swiss Avenue Historical District in Dallas hosts a home tour of one of the top 20 neighborhoods in the Southwest. The tour
includes about 200 carefully preserved and renovated homes (listed in the National Register of Historic Places), representing several architectural styles, including the Spanish Revival and Prairie Foursquare. You can stop at air-conditioned mini-coaches at the stop, while savage park serves prepared food and drinks over the weekend. Continue to 5 out of 12 below. 05 of 12
Texas Grapevine Is considered one of the most exciting events in North Texas, the city of Grapevine delivers Main Street Fest. This event coincides with the Brew Week and includes 75 craft breweries from more than 35 breweries in 15 countries. Dance to a non-stop party, find your favorite festival food and shop the day away. As an additional bonus, free transfers take you from
the historic center of Grapevine to the basement and the tasting area (no specific driver required). 06 of 12 Angela Patterson More than 1,000 butterflies come to Plano, Texas each year for holidays in an 800-metre eye tent filled with green foliage, water fountains and power supplies. Walk through the conservatory and marvel at the flowers while interacting with butterflies – let
them land on your hand or on your clothes. Tickets are available for on-screen purchase and proceeds to the Greater Plano Kiwanis Club. 07 of the 12 Wildflower Arts and Music Festival This multi-day festival of eclectic arts and music in Richardson, Texas offers an opportunity for family entertainment. Listen to local and national acts performed on three outdoor podiums. Shop
for unique art, home decor, and special clothing at Wild! Market. Wildflower! Eats & Drinks offers local Texas prices. And Wildflower! Children offer an interactive place for children who enjoy art, games, information activities and children's tunes. 08 out of 12 Steve Rainwater/Flickr/CC BY-SA 2.0 The largest gathering of Asian Americans in the Dallas area is back and bigger than
ever. The free family event includes authentic Asian cuisine, cultural performances and unique products and works of art on the Asian World Festival Market. Eat authentic Asian inspiring food while your children engage in children's activities and games. Tickets aren't required for this event, but come hungry. Continue to 9 out of 12 below. 09 of the 12 Ennis Chamber of Commerce
Ennis in Texas celebrates memorial weekend with its National Polka Festival. During the Czech Heritage Festival, there are performances by the band Polka, the King and Queen dance competition and the parade, along with floats, bands and costumes. For athletes on Saturday there is even a Polka Fest Run, which includes 10K, 5K and one kilometre of entertaining running. 10
of 12 Steve Rainwater/Flickr/CC BY-SA 2.0 Dragon Boating, a traditional Chinese razonoda, is one of the fastest growing water sports in the world. That said, most teams participating in the Irving, Texas' Dragon Boat Festival enters the news category. The annual festival offers exciting dragon boats, colourful dragon flying, cultural performances, a festival of lamps and Asian food,
arts and crafts. It is free to the public and proceeds help fund the Marco Polo World Foundation. 11 out of 12 Visit Addison Last weekend in May, this foodie festival graces Addison Street in Texas. Enjoy fine regional nutritional and craft libations from local restaurants and clean up food. This celebration includes live concerts, face painting and balloon artist for children, and 50 craft
stalls selling art, new items and clothing. When you food, go to the festival carnival, where Find traditional carnival rides, mid-game games and carnival food. Anybody got some fried money? 12 of the 12 QuesterMark/Flickr/CC BY-SA 2.0 Texas Scottish Festival and Highland Games - held in mid-May in Decatur, Texas - includes all things Scottish. This celebration, known for its
extraordinary party, shows Scottish musicians, professional athletes and champions of Highland dancers. Exciting food, goods, souvenirs and drinks from Scotland and the UK are available for purchase. Before May 1, take your early tickets at a discount for birds and book a primitive camping site via the event's online booking system. Check out SlideshowKo airport and train
station, residence can be departure points for life's grand adventures. For a couple from Manhattan he is a psychotherapist and he's a real estate lawyer, buying a 1,670-square-foot condominium overlooking the hills of San Francisco was an opportunity to explore the city's Pacific rim culture and, perhaps more importantly, the terrain of the heart. The couple was ready for a new
place and a new role for themselves as grandparents, the wife says of their decision to put roots near their young grandchildren in San Francisco. (They drive from their primary residence in New York.) We love the topography and the ease of life, the Asian vibe. We wanted the residence to be emblematic of who we were in San Francisco. Long time connoisseurs of contemporary
art and architecture, the couple asked for a sophisticated apartment for themselves that would also act as a warm gathering place for an extended family. Asian aesthetics are very compassionate to ours, explains the man. It's all in simplicity, line and form. Of course, every hard-will needs sherpa. The couple, who even plan to go to dinner, says his wife, are still besoilable about
how easily they settled on the Wiseman group and senior designer Judy McBride. They explored the company and admired the model of housing and interior design that Paul Vincent Wiseman designed for St. Louis. Regis Residences, where they now occupy the first floor. Maybe it was that fabulous karma. Their thing is contemporary, says McBride, whose first in-depth design
meeting with its well-being travelers took place in a VIP lounge at San Francisco International Airport. But this residence is moving west, closer to Asia. For those who want architectural details (and who isn't?), even the most exhipable modern building can present challenges. Here were thorny issues of low ceiling and structural beam under windows that flowed along the entire
length of the apartment. It was complicated, says Wiseman. We wanted something bold, but simple. His solution was in the form of a series of wood-paneled shelves with Asian-inspired joinery equipment and bronze hardware – a modern abstraction of traditional Japanese tansu. Shelves visually anchor the interior and, in the master bedroom, appears to to the edge of the
window. For further frames and determination of the room, the Wiseman Group designed the dividing line of the rooms between the master bedroom and the lair, which acts as a set of doors, but reads like a panel wall, which established a strong architectural presence. There were no details, wiseman is watching. That's why we had to create it. McBride and the couple searched
the Bay Area in search of fine Chinese and Japanese objects and works by Bay Area artists - expeditions that took them from Sausalit to Jackson Square. Judy and I had a lot of fun going to places, my wife recalls. This new ancient world has opened up to us. Among their sites was the exosterated bricks of the Han dynasty from the tomb, which turned into a lamp, and les Guanyin
from the 12th century. Several sculptures in the residence, including this one, are missing weapons. As a psychotherapist, I've done a lot of numbers on myself, muse's wife. They were also looking for items near their Manhattan home. In a New York antiquis gallery, my wife noticed the rough figures of the Han dynasty with a patino, randomly piling up under the table. We thought
they were wonderful, he says. Judy protected them with an extremely beautiful metal brace. But seismic wax was the glow of the urn. And because the couple were about to entertain their young grandchildren, it was important to create durable - but attractive - pieces that could hold their own while playing. Behind the living room, wiseman team designed handsome leather, Asian-
inspired breasts for storage. Asian antiquities and works by Manuel Neri and other Bay Area artists are charmingly communicable with books such as Good Night San Francisco and Hop on Pop.The western exposure of the living room, towards the Pacific, is muted with Japanese bamboo shutters; folding shoji, designed custom, ampshied light between the kitchen and the dining
room. The residence is proof that in the hands of wiseman group newly acquired couple monikers - Nanny and grampy - he did not require the sacrifice of a single iote of elegance. When I walk in, it feels calm and rested, like a nice holding environment that contains you in a safe and comfortable way, says the wife. I originally told Judy that I just wanted to go to Crate and Barrel,
adding a little fun. Things have changed.
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